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some one does not 'play the game.9 His curiosity will impel
him to seek information about sporting matters rather than
about other things; and he may even entertain tender
emotion more readily toward a youthful sportsman than
toward other young persons. In short, he tends to experience
all his emotions in a particular setting: in sport his instincts
find their habitual channel of expression.
Now the sportsman was not born thus. He has acquired
a mental disposition—a sentiment—which determines him to
experience emotions and desires in relation to a particular
object: his emotions have become canalized, as it were. Thus
the formation of a sentiment involves the linking up of
the native afFective-conative dispositions with the idea of an
object, and results in "an enduring conative attitude" toward
that object. The simplest possible sentiment is described in
the words of Morton Prince: "an idea linked with an in-
stinct." Here only one primary emotion has become canal-
ized; thus I might habitually centre all my tender emotion
on one person. But the typical sentiment involves the func- "
tioning of several of the instincts, these being habitually
directed toward its object.
The example discussed above is an instance of a love-
sentiment, and may be called *love of sport.9 Similarly we
may have hate-sentiments, where, again, most of the emotions
are experienced in connexion with a certain object of thought
—the hated person or thing. We must note that, in order to
form sentiments, the mind must have the power to think of
objects in their absence. Animals have this power, if at all,
only to a very limited extent, and therefore they can hardly
be said to have sentiments: yet the intelligent dog may have
a rudimentary sentiment of respect, or even one of love, for
his master. It will be a profitable exercise for the student to
work out for himself examples of sentiments in his own mental
life—of love, hate, respect, and contempt.
Meanwhile we may emphasize the point that sentiments
lie behind many of our habits, not only of action but also of
feeling and thought—mental habits, as we may call them.
Habits are formed in the service of sentiments as well as of

